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Challenges in Swarm Robotics
• Swarm intelligence related experiments require a considerable 
amount of robots as well as various environmental elements.
• Building a massive set of robots is both time-consuming and 
prohibitively expensive.

Existing Solution:
Computer-based simulations with virtual robots. 

Advantages of the existing solution 
• More convenient than physical swarms
• Less expensive
• High e�ciency

Issues of the existing solution 
• Simulators do not ensure how robots act in an actual 
environment, how they react to complex physics, noisy sensor 
data, control loop delays, etc.

Mixed Reality in Swarm Robots
• Merge virtual and physical realities. 
• Enabling a robot to sense both physical and virtual environments 
via augmented means allows the ability to interact with both 
environments. 
• Collaborative design patterns and individual functionalities could 
be accessible and monitored remotely for debugging and 
development.

Advantages
• Reduce the experimental and development costs of robots while 
maintaining the scale and scope of swarm intelligence 
experiments. 
• Enables the combination of accurate individual behaviors with 
highly scalable collective behaviors in experiments. 
• Allows creating safer and lower-risk environments for extensive 
testing of swarm robotics behaviors as well as an unrestricted 
means of achieving additions to the robots that are physically 
impossible or expensive in reality.

Focus of this study
To identify the requirements for implementing a mixed reality 
environment for swarm robotics simulation. 

(A) Component diagram with the work�ow for sensation in mixed reality. 
(B) Demonstrates how a physical robot senses virtual and physical obstacles. 
(C) Demonstrates how a virtual robot senses virtual and physical obstacles. 

The architecture of handling the localization in the mixed reality domain
(A) Component diagram for communication in mixed reality. 
(B) Demonstrate a scenario where the robot R0 broadcasts a message to robots 
within 50 units of distance. 

     
Swarm intelligence experiments necessitate a signi�cant number of robot agents with specialized 
hardware, which is typically costly and requires a well-controlled environment. As an alternative, 
swarm robotics simulators that operate entirely in virtual environments are available today. However, 
such virtual environments may not always represent the complexities of real-world experimentation. 
The goal of this research is to introduce a mixed reality framework by merging the 

two realities and modeling swarm behaviors in such a way that both real and virtual robotic agents,
as well as other environmental elements, can co-exist and interact with each other. In this approach, 
all real robotic agents and environmental elements in the system are simultaneously represented in 
virtual reality, while the simulated environment may contain various additional elements that are 
purely virtual. Thus, swarm behavioral experiments can be conducted with a few real robots and an 
unconstrained number of virtual robot instances by mimicking the characteristics of real robots. 
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Introduction

• The system can be used to test the  functionalities of swarm 
robots with a large number of di�erent environmental  
arrangements easily rather than physically creating them.
• Virtual sensors can be used for physical robots that have limited 
resources and space.
• The framework can be used by researchers to access the swarm 
robotics  testbed, to connect the physically existing robot testbed 
from a remote  computer and conduct the swarm and multi-agent 
robotics experiments

Conclusion

Virtual Robots

Localization System Visualizer

Reality Simulator
The simulator is a real-time inter-reality 
integration framework that facilitates the 
interactions between 2 realities, including 
the robots and the environmental elements. 
This framework consists of communication 
protocols, data structures, and work�ows to 
support seamless integration.

Low-cost, general-purpose, di�erential 
drive robot (especially targeting the swarm 
behavioral experiments)

Virtual robot agents are the same as 
physical robots in functionality but only 
exist in the virtual domain. 

The visualizer visualizes the robot's 
movements in both realities in a single 
environment.
• The VR visualizer - de�nes at the 
software level and renders the robots of 
both realities in that virtual space.
• The AR visualizer- projects the virtual 
robots into the physical space on top of 
the video feed taken by a camera. 

• An overhead camera with AR markers on 
top of the robots - to identify the 
coordinates of the physical robots.
 
• A mathematical model - to calculate and 
update the motion of the robots based on 
the control actions.
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The simulator is a real-time inter-reality integration framework that facilitates  
the interactions between 2 realities, including the robots and theenvironmental  
elements. This framework consists of communication protocols, data structures,  
and work�ows to support seamless integration.

2. Sensing in Mixed Reality

(A)Component diagram with the work�ow for sensation in mixed reality.
(B)Demonstrates how a physical robot senses virtual and physical obstacles.  
The physical robot measures the distance to the physical obstacle using the  
distance sensor hardware and requests the reading of the virtual domain from  
the simulator.
C) Demonstrates how a virtual robot senses virtual and physical obstacles. The  
physical objects must be provided into the simulator as obstacles, with a �ag  
indicating that reality is “Real”. Then the virtual robot requests the distance  
sensor readings, considering both realities from the simulator.

3. Communication in Mixed Reality

Communication emulators for virtual robots
Hardware-based communication interfaces and communication emulators for  
physical robots

(A)Component diagram for communication in mixed reality.
(B)Demonstrate a scenario where the robot R0 broadcasts a message to robots  
within 50 units of distance. The robots R1 and R2 will receive the message and the  
robot R3 will not receive the message

Discussion
The mixed reality swarm robotics platform has been validated with the  
functionality by combining both virtual and physical robots, regardless of its  
reality. Introducing virtual robot units or instances to the swarm robotic  
environment for the conducted experiment was carried out using our local  
computer hardware con�gurations, despite the fact that more scalability and  
performance could be achieved in a cloud computing environment to address  
the performance overhead.

In order to perceive the mixed reality interactions e�ectively, the simulator and  
the visualizer need to be updated in real-time. However, there was a  
considerable variation in the delay during the control message transmission. We  
tried to minimize it, but we could not prevent it.

Since we used MQTT for the design of protocols for inter-component  
communication, it ensured con�dentiality, integrity, and availability, which are  
the main components of security, up to some level. However, apart from the  
“Quality of Service” (QoS) supported by the MQTT protocol, we did not consider  
the successful delivery of the MQTT packets. This is because it adds unnecessary  
complexity and generates blocking I/O calls, which a�ects real-time simulation.

Conclusion
The proposed concept of virtual environments can be used to test the  
functionalities of swarm robots with a large number of di�erent environmental  
arrangements easily rather than physically creating them.
Virtual sensors for physical robots are useful when conducting experiments with  
robots that have limited resources and space for some mandatory sensors  
required for certain experiments.
The framework can be used by researchers to access the swarm robotics  
testbed, to connect the physically existing robot testbed from a remote  
computer and conduct the swarm and multi-agent robotics experiments.

mprovements and
Furthermore, we implemented an open-source library for general swarm  
robotic usage, which is also potentially capable of more i
addresses speci�c swarm behavioral requirements.

1. Motion and Localization:
An overhead camera with AR markers on top of the robots - to identify the  
coordinates of the physical robots.

A mathematical model - to calculate and update the motion of the robots based  
on the control actions.

The architecture of handling the localization in the mixed reality domain. The  
overhead camera monitors and tracks the positions of the physical robots, and  
the Localization Sub-system sends those coordinates to the Localization  
Controller in the Simulator. The virtual robots should be speci�ed with their  
initial coordinates. During the experiment, the virtual robots calculate  
coordinates by themselves through the Motion Emulator and send occasional  
updates to the Localization Controller in the simulator. The simulator sends the  
update to the Visualization subsystem when there is a change in robot  
coordinates.
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Challenges in Swarm Robotics
Swarm intelligence related experiments require a considerable amount of  
robots as well as various environmental elements and setup.
Building a massive set of robots is both time-consuming and prohibitively  
expensive.

Solution
Computer-based simulations with virtual robots.

Advantages of Virtual Swarm  
Easier to set up
Less expensive
More convenient than physical swarms.  
Flexibility to add new features
High e�ciency

Issues with pure Virtual Swarm
Simulators do not ensure how robots act in an actual environment, howthey  
react to complex physics, noisy sensor data, control loop delays, etc.

Mixed Reality in Swarm Robots  
Merge virtual and physical realities.
Enabling a robot to sense both physical and virtual environments via  
augmented means allows the ability to interact with both environments.  
Collaborative design patterns and individual functionalities could be accessible  
and monitored remotely for debugging and development.

Advantages
Reduce the experimental and development costs of robots while maintaining  
the scale and scope of swarm intelligenceexperiments.

Enables the combination of accurate individual behaviors with highly scalable  
collective behaviors in experiments.

Alows creating safer and lower-risk environments for extensive testing of swarm
robotics behaviors as well as an unrestricted means of achieving additions to the
robots that are physically impossible or expensive in reality.

Focus of this study
To identify the requirements for implementing a mixed reality environment for  
swarm robotics simulation.

“Swarm Intelligence” is known as the collective behavior of many individuals 
toward a certain task, each operating autonomously in a decentralized manner. It 
involves decentralized local control and communication. The goal of these 
biological creatures in swarms is basically to ensure the process of solving 
problems more e�ciently through cooperation and division of labor which is 
being modi�ed and infused into swarm robotic technology.


